The polarization behavior of the mobile MIMO radio channel is analyzed from polarimetric double-directional channel measurements, which were performed in a macrocell rural environment in Tokyo. The recorded data comprise non-line-of-sight, obstructed line-of-sight, and line-of-sight conditions. The gradient-based maximum-likelihood estimation framework RIMAX was used to estimate both specular and dense multipath components. Joint angular-delay results are gained only for the specular components. The dense multipath components, which may be attributed to diffuse scattering, can be characterized only in delay domain. Different characteristics describing the polarization behavior and power-weighted cross-and copolarization ratios for both types of components are introduced. Statistical analysis of long measurement track segments indicates global trends, whereas local analysis emphasizes specific behavior such as polarization dependency on angle of incidence in streets and under shadowing conditions. The results also underline the importance of modeling changing and transient propagation scenarios which are currently not common in available MIMO channel models.
INTRODUCTION
Efficient design of MIMO transmission systems requires a thorough understanding of the multidimensional structure of the mobile radio channel. Initially, research was aimed at the spatiotemporal channel structure at base-station side only. The appearance of MIMO systems forced a more detailed description of the mobile radio channel at both transmitter and receiver sides including directions of arrival and departure. Recent simulations [1, 2] and measurements [3] [4] [5] [6] showed that the capacity of MIMO systems can be further enhanced if the polarimetric dimension is exploited. Moreover, dual polarimetric antennas can be colocated (e.g., patch antennas), which is a space-and cost-effective alternative to two spatially separated antennas with the same polarization. The draw back of the existing results (as mentioned above) is to consider the antennas as a part of the radio channel. There was no attempt to separate the channel characteristics from antennas influence in both the measurement and simulation cases.
The aim of our work is measurement-based parametric channel modeling (MBPCM) [7] . The idea behind this method is to deduce a parametric model of the MIMO channel that is (within well-defined limits) independent from the antennas used during the measurement. This offers the possibility to emulate the MIMO transfer properties of arbitrary antenna arrays (again within well-defined limits) by reconstructing the hypothetical antenna response from the estimated channel parameters. The key technologies to estimate the individual path parameters, removed from the antenna influence, are high-resolution parameter estimation [8] [9] [10] and precise antenna calibration [11] . There are only a few dual polarized and double-directional channel measurements described in the literature where these algorithms are applied and the estimated parameters are analyzed (see [12] MIMO), (see [13, 14] SIMO). We are using the gradientbased maximum-likelihood estimation framework RIMAX 2 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking [10] that estimates both specular and dense multipath components. However, joint angular-delay results are gained only for the specular components. The dense multipath components, which may be attributed to diffuse scattering, can be characterized only in delay domain. We present statistical analysis of sets of segments that indicate global trends, whereas local analysis emphasizes specific behavior such as polarization on angle of incidence in streets and under shadowing conditions. The results underline the importance of modeling of evolving and transient propagation scenarios, which is currently not common in available MIMO channel models. This supports the current discussions in propagation modeling community [15, 16] , which indicates also a deficiency in modelling of polarization.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief review of the RIMAX parameter estimation framework. In Section 3, we present the sounder and data processing system that were used throughout the measurement campaign. An overview on the propagation environment and a first general classification of the estimated results are given in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the different parameters and their definitions describing the polarization behavior of the channel. In Section 6, the statistical analysis along sets of segments of the measurement run and local analysis results are discussed. Finally, local results with specific behavior are pinpointed.
CHANNEL CHARACTERIZATION
In case of the experimental channel characterization, antennas or antenna arrays at the BS and MS are part of the measured links. Since we want to characterize the channel independent from the used antenna arrays, high-resolution parameter estimation algorithms are applied to the measurement data. In our contribution, we use the gradient-based maximum-likelihood parameter estimation algorithm RI-MAX [10, 17] . The appropriate data model comprises two components which can be handled separately throughout the estimation procedure. The first part is deterministic and results from specular-like reflection. Each specular component (SC) k is characterized by its parameters direction of departure (DoD) ϕ Tk , ϑ Tk (azimuth and elevation), time delay of arrival (TDoA) τ k , Doppler shift α k , direction of arrival (DoA) ϕ Rk , ϑ Rk , and the four complex polarimetric path weights γ hh,k , γ hv,k , γ vv,k , γ vh,k , where the first subscript indicates the polarization at the BS side and the second at the MS side (Figure 1(b) ). The vector of the vertical (v) polarization is parallel to the vector e θ and the vector of the horizontal (h) polarization is parallel to the vector e φ of the spherical coordinate system. Furthermore, the RIMAX calculates the vari-
, and σ {γvh,k } of each path based on the Fischer information matrix [10] . Hereby, the estimated variances are used to verify the estimation results of the kth path. The relative variances of the path weights are calculated, where a path with a relative variance better than −3 dB is considered as reliable and paths with a worse relative variance are dropped. This threshold is reasonable since a relative variance of −3 dB stands for equal signal power and noise power. In case of the SCs, the complex polarimetric pathweights are independent from the used measurement antennas, that is, since we estimate the DoD and DoA, we are able to exclude the effect of the polarimetric antenna beam patterns.
The second part of the data model represents the dense multipath components (DMC) that mainly result from distributed diffuse scattering. The DMCs are considered as the remaining complex impulse responses after removing the contribution of the reliable estimated SCs and measurement noise. As an extension to the estimation process in [17] , the distribution of the DMC,
shown in Figure 1 (a) is estimated independently for all four polarization combinations from the corresponding mean power delay profile (PDP). In the following, we describe the calculation of these four PDPs. The subtraction of the specular components from the vector-valued measured impulse responses h i,xy leads to the remaining complex impulse responses h i,xy of all i, xy channels, where x specifies the port polarization at BS side, y specifies the port polarization at the 
The mean gain
is calculated from the measured beam pattern b i,q (ϕ, ϑ) for polarization q, where q is chosen equal to the port polarization x or y. This means that the cross-polarization term of the port is neglected. The indices n 1 , n 2 and m 1 , m 2 specify the azimuth and coelevation ranges, and S = N · M the total number of samples that are used for the calculation of the mean gain with N = n 2 − n 1 + 1 and M = m 2 − m 1 + 1. Using this approach, the assumption has been made that the DMCs are uniformly distributed in the chosen azimuth and coelevation ranges. In our analysis, we observed that after removing the contribution of the specular propagation paths from the measured complex impulse responses the, power delay-azimuth profile of the remaining complex impulse responses has only a few directional information in the MS azimuth (similar observations were found in [20] ). Therefore, the ranges at the MS side are chosen between 45
• to 135
• in coelevation with respect to the surrounding area and between −180
• to 180
• in azimuth. At the BS side, it was found that it is reasonable to limit the range to the broadside direction, where the azimuth range is chosen between −70
• to 70
• and the coelevation range between 80
• to 140
• . The values Δϕ, Δϑ are the corresponding step sizes in azimuth and coelevation that are chosen to (1 • ). The four parameter vectors of the DMCs θ dsshh , θ dsshv , θ dssvh , and θ dssvv (Figure 1(b) ), composed of the parameters θ dssxy = [α 0,xy , α 1,xy , β d,xy , τ n,xy ], are estimated from the mean PDP ρ xy ,
of the corresponding polarization combination xy.
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE AND DATA PROCESSING
The configuration of the measurement system is summarized in Table 1 . We used well-calibrated antenna arrays (manufactured by IRK Dresden [21]) at both link ends, which allow us to estimate the cross-polarization ratio (XPR) of the SCs up to ±40 dB. This limitation is caused by the usage of a reference horn antenna with a cross-polarization discrimination (XPD) of 40 dB during the calibration of the Rx and Tx antenna arrays. For the DMCs, the maximum resolvable XPR of the channel is limited by the XPD of the antenna array elements, given in Table 1 . Note that the XPD is a property of the antenna element, whereas the XPR describes the polarization behavior of the channel. Figure 2) For the purpose of the offline measurement data processing, by using the RIMAX algorithm, ca 10 PCs are organized in a batch processing system. To process the total amount of measurement data, the system was continuously running for 3 weeks.
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MEASUREMENT DESCRIPTION AND ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERIZATION
In Section 4.1, we give a description of how and where the measurements were performed. Additionally, background information is presented on the total power of the estimated SCs and their path length spread at each measurement position (Section 4.2).
General description
The measurements were performed in a macrocell environment. Table 2 summarizes the basic information of the scenario. The same system setup and measurement procedure are applied during the entire campaign, where we used only one BS (Tx) position while moving to different MS (Rx) positions. The measurement route is divided in segments of 10 meters. In Figure 2 , the significant positions like corners are labeled with crosses. Each segment is measured in the same way: 10 static snapshots at the start position, ca 40 snapshots while moving to the next position (i.e., an approximate speed of 25 cm/snapshot), 10 static snapshots at the end. The measurements are carried out in the neighborhood of Minami-Senzoku, Ota-Ku, Tokyo (Figure 3 ), where the transmit antenna array (BS) is placed over roof top at a 10-floor high building in the nearby campus of the Tokyo Institute of Technology. The receive antenna array (MS) is placed at a cart around 1.6 m above the street, where the buildings in the surrounding residential area are between two and three flours high.
Environment characterization
The data model used comprises the two components SC and DMC. For an analysis of the results related to these two components, we will indicate the percentage of total power that is estimated as SC. Figure 4 shows the total specular power as a percentage at each point.
(i) In the line-of-sight (LOS) case, moving from position Rx1 to Rx6 (see Figure 2 ), the total specular power represents around 95% of the signal power. (ii) The measurements between position Rx6 and Rx19 are mostly non-line-of-sight (NLOS) with a total SC power of around 55% to 65%. However, at some positions, the specular power increases to up to 80%, which is mainly caused by strong single bounce scattering and obstructed line of sight (OLOS). In the parallel street between positions Rx27 and Rx38, we observe similar behavior. (iii) In the street between position Rx19 and Rx27, the portion of SCs is almost constant (around 55%). All measurements here were taken under NLOS conditions. Furthermore, strong single bounce reflections and OLOS are rare. (iv) The measurements between Rx38 and Rx6 are dominated by strong single-bounce scattering and OLOS around the corner of Rx6. The total SC power is between 65% to 85%.
Plotting the CDF of the specular power for all measurements ( Figure 5 ), it is apparent that a strong relation exists between the conditions LOS, OLOS, NLOS, and this parameter.
Markus Landmann et al. To distinguish between local scattering around Rx and far scattering, the path length spread of the SCs and DMCs is discussed, which is equivalent to the estimated delay spread multiplied by the speed of light. Figure 6 shows the path length spread at each position. It is noted that these values increase drastically around corner Rx19. The causes for that behavior are some far clusters, of which 2 clusters are indicated by arrows in Figure 6 . All other regions are dominated by local scattering.
The far clusters were localized on basis of estimated angles of the SCs at the BS and MS sides (see Figure 7 ). Each path is plotted with half of the path length from Tx and Rx in the scenario. The colors indicate the total power of a path in dB. In Figure 8 , the CDFs of the path length spread of the SCs and DMCs are compared. The path length spread of the DMCs is calculated from the parameter β d , which corresponds to the coherency bandwidth and which is inversely proportional to the delay spread. For the DMC, a smaller variation is observed compared to the SCs. We conclude that the DMC process is mainly influenced by local scattering. The authors abstain from a detailed discussion of the es- timated angular parameters and far clusters (can be found in [22] ). The angular parameters are used in Section 6.3 to identify the cause of specific channel characteristics.
HOW TO DEFINE THE POLARIZATION BEHAVIOR OF THE CHANNEL
A lot of publications on XPR exist, but different definitions were found. With the following discussion, the authors would like to point out the difficulties of a comparison of various published results. The XPR is basically defined as the power ratio between the copolarization and the crosspolarization. In [23] , the power ratio between Pand P qp at the MS side, respectively, P pq at the BS side,
is used, where q and p can be either horizontal or vertical. To calculate the powers P, P qp , or P pq , the powers of all qq, qp or pq channels are added up, for example,
whereas the column vector h i,qq is the ith complex impulse response with the polarization qq. Using this definition, a reliable estimated XPR is limited to the XPD of the singleantenna elements. Another approach uses beam forming or high-resolution parameter estimation to detect individual rays/paths. Here, two definitions can be found, the XPR of a single path k [13] :
where s is the snapshot index, and the narrowband XPR of the L c paths of a cluster c [24] :
Using these definitions, a reliable estimation of the XPR of a cluster or the SCs is limited to the XPD of the reference horn antenna during the antenna array calibration (see Section 3) in the case of double-directional measurements. This is in contrast to, for instance, single-directional measurements. Due to the fact that a single Tx antenna is used, the angle-of departure cannot be resolved, so compensation for angle dependent XPD is not possible. As a result, a reliable estimation of the XPR is limited to the XPD of the transmit antenna, which normally varies between 8 dB and 20 dB depending on the direction of departure.
In the following, we define the parameters which are used during the analysis (Section 6) illustrated with examples from the measurement segments Rx19 to Rx27. The basic parameters are defined for both, the BS and MS sides, whereas the distributions are only shown for the MS parameters. In Section 5.1, the XPR distribution based on (7) for SCs and DMCs are discussed, whereas in Section 5.2 the powerweighted XPR is defined.
XPR distribution
Definition (7) describes how a single propagation path has to be modeled in terms of the XPR regardless of the importance of the path in terms of its total received power. 
To describe the polarization behavior of the DMCs, we apply definition (7) like in the case of the SCs. Therefore, we calculate a sampled version of the DMC distribution (cf. (1)) for all four polarization combinations. We use the distance
between two samples, where B is the measurement bandwidth. To calculate the XPR of the DMC, the samples k DMC = 1, . . . , K DMC (K DMC ∈ N) are used. These samples are in the Markus Landmann et al.
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range of the largest delay spread of the four DMC processes:
where θ τn and θ βd are vectors that include the estimates of τ n and β d of all four polarization combinations. The first sample in the delay τ is defined by the minimum base delay τ n min = min(θ τn ). To use (7) for the DMC,
is defined. Figure 16 shows the ratio of the total received vertical power to the horizontal of the DMCs.
Power-weighted XPR distribution
Calculating the expectation of the XPRs (7), each path is assumed to have the same importance. Since every wireless system benefits from the received power, it is necessary to make a difference between paths based on their total received power. Therefore, an effective XPR is defined in which the relation between the received path power and the path XPR is considered. For this purpose, we define an XPR centroid XPRC (first-order moment) (15) and XPR spread XPRS (16) . We also define a centroid PC (17) and spread PS (18) of the vertical to horizontal power ratio (9) for a snapshot interval Δs, where s 1 is the first snapshot of the considered interval. In order to combine several snapshots, the power of each path has to be normalized to exclude the effect of the free-space attenuation for different distances between Tx and Rx. Here, we normalize with the mean total power 
and P MS v/h,k and P BS v/h,k to the total normalized power of all 4 polarimetric path weights P k (s) (19) ,
Figures 17 and 18 show the distribution of the total normalized powers P MS th and P
MS
tv with
of all paths and snapshots for the chosen measurements dependent on XPR MS h and XPR MS v of the SCs. These distributions do not follow a normal distribution. This is caused by the dependence of the effective or power-weighted XPR on the measurement position. Comparing the distribution of the copolarization ratio in Figure 13 and the power distribution of the copolarization ratio in Figure 19 , we observe similar expectation values and standard deviations. However, the power distribution of the co-polarization does not follow a normal distribution basically due to the local differences in the chosen measurement segment. For this reason, in Section 6, the XPRC and XPRS values will be presented both for sets of segments of the route and for much smaller run lengths Δs.
RESULTS
In this section, we will present the results from a stochastical channel model point of view in Section 6.1 and from that of a site-specific model (Sections 6.2 and 6.3).
Statistical analysis
The parameters XPRC and XPRS of the SCs in Table 3 and  the DMCs in Table 4 will be discussed in this section. Therefore, these parameters are calculated for specified subsets of the whole measurement route. The subsets are classified into two groups: corners and streets. The conditions at each corner are quite different. The street subsets Rx1 to Rx6 (LOS), Rx19 to Rx27 (NLOS), and Rx38 to Rx6 (OLOS) are unique, whereas the streets Rx6 to Rx19 and Rx27 to Rx38 are comparable and consist of a mix of NLOS and OLOS measurements. , that is, the XPRCs of the channel are not equal at the BS and MS considering the same polarization. In the following, we will call a channel with this polarization behavior not symmetric, the symmetry being related mainly to the difference between the pathweights γ hv and γ vh . Exceptions in terms of the symmetry are the LOS measurements around corner Rx6. In this area, the channel seems to be symmetric with respect to the polarization. The XPRC parameters of the DMC are in general 5 to 6 dB lower than the parameters of the SCs. At the MS side, the XPRC Except for the corner Rx19 and the LOS street Rx1 to Rx6, the power ratio PC v/h of the DMCs is around 2 to 3 dB at the BS and MS.
From this statistical analysis, we can conclude that the polarization behavior of the SCs varies more with the local scattering situation (XPRC values between 3 dB and 15 dB) than that of the DMCs (XPRC values between 0 dB and 6 dB). The symmetry of the polarization matrix seems to have a strong relation to the measurement condition (LOS, OLOS, NLOS), which is summarized in Table 5 . At the MS side, the SCs are dominated by the vertical polarization, whereas at the BS, side the channel is dominated by horizontal polarization in terms of power (PC v/h ) and diversity (XPRC). This "general" behaviour is related to the higher number of NLOS measurement points. The DMCs are mainly dominated by the vertical polarization in terms of power (PC v/h ) and diversity (XPRC).
Local analysis
One could ask whether it is always sufficient to describe the measured scenario by statistical parameters that are derived from the analysis results of sets of measurement segments. The parameters XPRC of the SCs can strongly vary with the Rx position. Therefore, we calculated all parameters of XPRC and PC v/h of the SCs (Figures 23 to 28 ) and the DMCs (Figures 29 to 34) at each position within a snapshot interval Δs = 20, which covers a run length of ca 3 m.
Characteristics of the SCs
With respect to the XPRCs, the following were found.
(i) In the LOS region between Rx1 and Rx6, the XPRC values considering the whole segment are quite high (around 14 dB, see Table 3 ). From the local analysis, it is obvious that the XPRC The cause is probably the larger change in the horizontal polarization compared to the vertical, the pathweights γ hv change more with angle ϕ street,TxRx than the pathweights γ vh . For a better understanding of this phenomenon, we plotted the line fit of all XPRCs in Figure 9 and summarized the ΔXPRC and the standard deviation around the line fit in Table 6 . The upper four curves in the figure are the values of the XPRCs of the SCs, whereas the lower four describe the DMCs. (iii) For the segment between Rx27 and Rx38, we expect almost the same behavior like for the segments Rx6 to Rx19. The trend of the XPRCs seems to be the same but due to some positions with a quite irregular characteristics, it is impossible to approximate this segment with a line. One of these positions with an abnormal behavior will be discussed in Section 6.3. (iv) The measurements in the segments Rx19 to Rx27 are mainly under NLOS condition. But, still, we can observe that the XPRCs dependent on the pathweights γ hv vary quite strongly close to the corner Rx19. Analyzing each path dependent on the DoA and the XPR around the corner, it was observed that the paths coming from the far cluster 2 (next corner and some bigger buildings), which we mentioned in Section 4.1, have quite high XPR BS v s and XPR MS h s. Due to the cancelation of these paths while moving away from Rx19 in the direction of Rx27, the XPRC BS v decreases around 10 dB. Besides, we note that the XPRCs dependent on γ vh increase continuously while moving in the direction of Rx27. This behavior is shown in Figure 10 using the line fit dependent on the angle ϕ street,TxRx , where the smaller angle is close to the corner Rx27 and the biggest is located around 10 m after the corner Rx19. In order to identify the SC and DMC correctly the respective curves are grouped (indicated by cycles in Figure 10 ). The 10 m interval after the corner is not used for the line fit due to the larger variation. After that distance, the XPRCs dependent on the γ hv decrease in average while moving in the direction of Rx27, which is conform to an increase with angle ϕ street,TxRx . This behavior is quite similar to that at the measurement positions of the segments Rx6 to Rx19 in the purely NLOS region. The ΔXPRCs are similar for these values (see Table 7 ). (v) For the segments Rx38 to Rx6, almost all measurement points are under OLOS condition. The beginning and the end of this segment seem to follow a trend. But, on an interval in the middle of this segment, strong single-bounce scattering occurs at a building with a very smooth surface, as becomes apparent by analyzing the spatial-temporal parameters of the SCs. As the XPRCs change drastically, a line fit would be meaningless, at least for the parameters of the SCs.
With the contrast to the analysis of the XPRCs above, few clear relations can be found for the power ratio PC v/h between horizontal and vertical received (MS) or transmitted (BS). No strong relation to the angle ϕ street,TxRx was found.
The ratios vary mainly with the local conditions around the Rx position.
Characteristics of the DMCs
(i) For the XPRC of the DMCs (Figures 29 to 33 (ii) Furthermore, the values of the DMC are not varying so much compared to the SCs. The gradient, which expresses the dependence on the angle ϕ street,TxRx , of all four XPRCs of the DMC in the pure NLOS regions is smaller than in the case of the SCs (Figures 9, 10 , Tables 6, 7). (iii) If the incoming wave is perpendicular to the street, the XPRC increases drastically (ca 3 dB), which is also related to the higher probability of OLOS due to the layout of the residential area (gaps parallel to the broadside direction of the Tx).
The PC v/h is between 2 and 4 dB, that is, the DMC power is mainly vertical. Furthermore, we can observe the same behavior at the BS side and the MS side, which again shows that the channel is symmetric for the DMCs in terms of the polarization.
Finally we would like to comment on the accuracy of the calculated values (15) , since these results are based on measurements with a finite signal-to-noise ratio and limited resolution of the measurement system. Here, we briefly discuss the error of the XPRC MS h and XPRC MS v as an example. To use the equations of the error propagation, we need the derivatives of (15) with respect to real and imaginary parts of the two corresponding pathweights of all paths in the considered range Δs. Using the estimated variances of the corresponding pathweights (See Section 2), we have calculated the errors of the discussed parameters. As both derivations and resulting expressions are complex, we do not present them in this contribution.
Calculating these errors, we observed that the absolute error increases in areas with a high XPRC, where one of the pathweights is small. This means that the SNR is worse for these pathweights, resulting in higher variances. Therefore, we used the relative error, which is the ratio between the XPRC and the corresponding error. Around 75% of all positions have an XPRC especially in the NLOS cases, which causes higher variances of the estimated pathweigths. The remaining 25% (39% for XPRC MS h ) of the values have an error worse than −10 dB. In these cases with larger errors, closely spaced paths could be observed. As the resolution and the SNR are limited, the variance of the parameters increases. 
Measurement positions with a specific behavior
In the previous section, we discussed general trends in the analyzed measurement data in terms of the polarization. Nevertheless, in certain measurement intervals no such trends were observed. Yet, we noted an increased total specular power at positions with a specific behavior. In the following, we will discuss one of these positions where we observe a quite different behavior compared to the surrounding area. The described position is not the only position with a unusual behavior. Along the entire measurement route, several positions could be found. The cause of the specific behavior, for example large smooth building surfaces, metallic objects, and far clusters, could be mostly identified by using the estimated directional parameters. Currently, we are analyzing other scenarios where we observe similar effects.
CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced different parameters characterizing the polarization behavior of the channel. From macrocell measurements, we have shown that the XPRs are lognormal distributed. We have highlighted the importance of powerweighted XPR.
Two different approaches to analyze the measurement data were taken. On one hand, we analyzed statistical parameters over sets of segments of the measurement. On the other hand, we made a local analysis. We demonstrated that in both cases, the symmetry of the polarization matrix is strongly dependent on measurement conditions like LOS, OLOS, and NLOS. Certain trends can be deduced from analyzes of sets of segments. From local analyzes, two effects became apparent. The change of the polarization vector of the specular components and the diffuse scattering can be related to the angle between the street and the direct connection between the transmitter and receiver. It was shown that the polarization parameters of the specular components show more variations than those of the diffuse scattering. Some measurement positions with a specific behavior, that is, with strongly varying polarization parameters, are discussed. Plausible causes for these variations could be identified: metallic objects, large smooth building surfaces, and far clusters. In this macrocell environment, we observed that such objects can significantly change the polarization behavior in an area. Neither with global nor with local analyzes, the power-weighted XPR resembles a known distribution.
